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1- A CHAMPAGNE FAMILY
• The estate was created in the 60's in Château-Thierry, by
Robert Lété and Liliane Vautrain, his wife. They combined
their surnames to create its brand.
• Their daughter, Michèle, and their son, Frédéric, developed the
company afterwards.
• In 2011, the estate was taken over by another Champagne
family, the Baron-Fuenté Family, a family with long-standing
wine-making knowhow in the Marne Valley.

2- OUR ESTATE
Our eight-hectare vineyard stretches across the town of
Château-Thierry and the neighboring village of
Essômes-sur-Marne.
We also own two vineyards in Leuvrigny, near Epernay.
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3- TERROIR, GRAPE VARIETIES
&
CRAFTSMANSHIP
• As a producer and wine-maker (Récoltant Manipulant), we grow the eight
hectares of vineyards by ourselves. They are located on limestone slopes
that benefit from excellent sun exposure.
• We fully process our harvest with the greatest care, according to the
traditional Champagne method (the “méthode champenoise”).
• 100% of our harvest are dedicated to the production of our champagne.

• Lété-Vautrain champagnes are expressive, round and balanced
sparkling wines that delight the taste buds.

• They are made from 3 different grape varieties:
The PINOT MEUNIER, a dominant grape variety in the Marne Valley,
brings bouquet and roundness.
The PINOT NOIR brings structure and length in the mouth.
Finally, the CHARDONNAY, a white grape variety, completes the
blend with a touch of freshness and adds an ageing potential.
• Together, terroir, varietals and craftsmanship allow us to offer
Champagne wines of the highest quality.

4. OUR RANGE OF CUVEES

BRUT 204

MILLESIME

ZERO
DOSAGE

DEMI SEC

ROSE ROYAL

Brut 204
Ageing in bottle:
3 years
Characteristics:
The translucent, deep golden hue of the Lété-Vautrain Brut
204 gives way to initial aromas that are elegant and pure.
These are subsequently complemented by succulent notes of
apple, peach and apricot. In the mouth, this very wellbalanced champagne is complex and round. The aftertaste is
long, with hints of dried fruits.
Pairing suggestions:
Best served as an aperitif

Demi-Sec
Ageing in bottle:
3 years
Characteristics :
The robe of the Lété-Vautrain Demi-Sec is deep, and dark gold.
Its intense, fruity and fresh bouquet leads to delicate aromas of
mirabelle plum. In the mouth, this champagne is both fullbodied and delicate, giving the impression of eating a piece of
fruit. The finish is long, with notes of apple, pear and citrus
fruits.
Pairing suggestions:
This champagne is perfect with desserts. People also enjoy it
with cheeses like Comté (Gruyère) and Roquefort.

Rosé Royal Brut
Ageing in bottle:
3 years
Characteristics:
The Lété-Vautrain Rosé Royal is sparkling and salmon-coloured. The
bouquet is first floral, then centers on elegant notes of rose. It then
becomes more complex with aromas of fresh grapes and small red fruits.
In the mouth this Champagne is very fruity, with hints of strawberry and
raspberry. The finish is smooth with round tannins.
Pairing suggestions:
Best served as an aperitif, chilled to 6 to 8°C,
or with a fruit salad or fresh seasonal fruits.

Millésime Brut
Characteristics:
The bubbles of the Champagne Lété-Vautrain Millésime are fine
and delicate, emphasizing the deep golden robe. The harmonious
blend of pinot meunier, chardonnay and pinot noir offers a
bouquet that is elegant and spicy with hints of walnuts and
fresh, ripe apricots. This unique champagne is a blend of
freshness, complexity, character and maturity.
Pairing suggestions:
This champagne can be served throughout the entire meal: As an
aperitif, with seafood, fish, stuffed roasted capon, turkey and
cheeses.

Brut Zéro Dosage
Characteristics:
This exceptional Champagne is made from the grapes
grown on our best plots and has zero-dosage at the end of
the Champagne-making process. It is subsequently stored
for a period of four years and has remarkable structure,
balance and complexity. Lete Vautrain's 'Brut Zero' has
nice hints of white flowers and apple aromas for a zest
finish, with subtle notes of brioche. It will please the most
demanding champagne lovers.
Pairing suggestions:
'Brut Zéro' is the perfect aperitif or can be served with
oysters. It is also the ideal choice not only for seafood, but
with Jamon iberico, cheeses like Comté, Emmental,
Gruyère or Parmigiano.

5 – OUR PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
Lété-Vautrain offers a range of branded promotional items to:
• Help maintain our position in the consumers’ preference while
strengthening our market presence and high standards
. Represent our brand reputation and its quality
. Evoke thoughts and feelings of wonderful moments and celebrations
. Make them be ideal cost-effective and beautiful gifts for all occasions

6 – OUR SELLING POINTS IN SHORT
•

100% family-owned company

•

Récoltant Manipulant (RM) ; Owner of 8 hectares of vineyard (20 acres)

•

Entire control over the whole production process: from grape growing to the
end product

•

Blends are largely made of Pinot Meunier grapes, which makes our Champagne
original and distinctive from other Champagne brands

•

Very good value-for-money Champagnes

•

Most of our Champagnes have received good ratings in Wine Enthusiast
magazine (vintage 2010) and have won a gold or silver medal award in
international wine competitions

7 – FOOD SUGGESTIONS
. Our Champagnes are not the formal yearly celebration « bubbly »,
but are rather served during those laid-back family week-end
gatherings
. Our Champagnes are not just for apéritifs. Our entire range can
be paired with different types of food.
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8 – OUR VISION
Champagne Lété Vautrain is both a Champagne grower and Champagne
producer.
It offers a range of Champagnes which is accessible in terms of both taste and
price.
. Our Champagnes are mostly dedicated to everyone: from the « newbie » who
has no Champagne experience to the Champagne expert.
. Our Champagnes do not compete with « big name » Champagnes. They are
complementary and are usually considered as House Champagnes.

